We investigated maternal obesity in inbred SM/J mice by assigning females to a high-fat diet or a low-fat diet at weaning, mating them to low-fat-fed males, cross-fostering the offspring to low-fat-fed SM/J nurses at birth, and weaning the offspring onto a high-fat or lowfat diet. A maternal high-fat diet exacerbated obesity in the high-fat-fed daughters, causing them to weigh more, have more fat, and have higher serum levels of leptin as adults, accompanied by dozens of gene expression changes and thousands of DNA methylation changes in their livers and hearts. Maternal diet particularly affected genes involved in RNA processing, immune response, and mitochondria. Between one-quarter and one-third of differentially expressed genes contained a differentially methylated region associated with maternal diet. An offspring high-fat diet reduced overall variation in DNA methylation, increased body weight and organ weights, increased long bone lengths and weights, decreased insulin sensitivity, and changed the expression of 3,908 genes in the liver. Although the offspring were more affected by their own diet, their maternal diet had epigenetic effects lasting through adulthood, and in the daughters these effects were accompanied by phenotypic changes relevant to obesity and diabetes.
Introduction
A mother's diet-from its fat and protein content to its richness in methyl donors while DNA methylation is being established in the developing fetus-can directly affect her offspring's epigenome [1] [2] [3] [4] . Maternal diet is important to study since half of United States mothers have pre-pregnancy weights classifying them as overweight or obese [5] . Babies of obese women have a higher risk of stillbirth [6, 7] , neural-tube defects [8, 9] , and are born with more body fat, more leptin in their cord blood, and increased inflammatory cytokine levels [10] . In children, maternal obesity raises the risk of obesity [11] [12] [13] ; it is associated with higher levels of insulin, cholesterol, and blood pressure [14] ; and it increases the risk of neuropsychiatric problems [15] and impaired cognitive and executive function [16] . The effects of maternal obesity continue into adulthood, elevating the risk of cancer, type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and high blood pressure [17] [18] [19] [20] . The effects of maternal obesity and high-fat diet in mice are similar to those in humans. C57BL/6J and C57BL/6NCrl mice exposed to a high-fat diet during gestation have been shown to weigh more and exhibit hyperglycemia, hypertension, fatty livers, and insulin resistance as adults, even when fed a standard diet after birth [21, 22] . Some of the phenotypic changes induced by maternal high-fat diet have been linked to epigenetics and gene expression. For instance, offspring of high-fat-fed C57BL/6J mothers were found to have larger livers exhibiting inflammation and steatosis, accompanied by higher profibrogenic gene expression and 82 differentially methylated regions [23] . Altered gene expression due to maternal obesity has also been found in the hearts of C57BL/6J mice, along with cardiac dysfunction [24, 25] .
Previous rodent studies have revealed that offspring sex affects the response to maternal diet, with daughters of high-fat-fed mothers having higher blood pressure [26] , higher plasma leptin levels [27] , and smaller livers than sons [28] , whereas sons have a more pronounced difference in their transcriptomes [29] . It is thus important to take offspring sex into account when investigating the phenotypic and epigenetic effects of maternal high-fat diet.
Maternal obesity impacts offspring disease risk through multiple mechanisms across the spectrum of development, from altering the glucose consumption and size of oocytes to disrupting the circadian rhythms and metabolic genes in offspring [30] [31] [32] . On the cellular level, maternal obesity can have lasting effects on offspring by changing the number, structure, and function of mitochondria in oocytes [33] [34] [35] . At the level of the organ, obesity affects offspring through placental abnormalities, including heavier placental weight, more inflammatory lesions [36] , lower rates of apoptosis, increased transport of glucose and amino acids [37] , and increased inflammatory cytokine expression [38] .
Although obesity can be passed on to offspring via genetic variants, there is growing evidence that prenatal epigenetic programming plays a substantial role in the transmission of obesity across generations [4] . A classic example of this phenomenon is the A vy allele at the agouti locus in mice. A vy /a dams give birth to pups with ectopic agouti expression, which causes obesity. However, when a pregnant A vy /a dam is fed a diet rich in methyl-donors, her offspring are born with increased agouti methylation, restored agouti expression, and they do not develop obesity, thus illustrating an epigenetic route for the enduring effects of maternal diet [1, 2] . In humans, newborns with obese parents have altered methylation of several imprinted genes in their cord blood [39] , and children born after their mothers underwent gastric bypass surgery have lower Body Mass Indexes than their siblings born before the surgery, along with methylation differences in more than 5,000 genes in their blood [40] . Much remains to be learned about the epigenetic changes induced by maternal obesity. Since the effects of maternal obesity begin before birth, it is crucial to know which specific epigenetic risk factors a baby is likely to be born with in order to make early intervention possible.
It can be difficult to disentangle the effects of prenatal and postnatal maternal obesity in humans, so in this study we used a cross-fostering design in mice where offspring of high-fatfed and low-fat-fed mothers were all fostered at birth to low-fat-fed nurses. Most maternal obesity research in mice focuses on the C57BL/6 strain, but because epigenetic response can be greatly dependent on genomic background, we used the less-studied SM/J strain, which is highly responsive to dietary fat.
Results

Obesity phenotypes
When the dams were mated at 10 weeks of age to produce the F 1 offspring, the low-fat (LF) diet dams weighed on average 15.3 grams and the high-fat (HF) diet dams weighed 21.7 grams. We consider this 40% increase in weight of the HF dams, over 3 standard deviations higher than the LF dams, to signify obesity. A general linear model showed that the weekly weights, diabetes-related traits, and necropsy traits were all significantly affected by maternal diet (F 36 Table 1 ). Due to the strong offspring-diet-by-sex interaction, sons and daughters were analyzed separately.
Unsurprisingly, the offspring's diet had a major effect on the obesity traits. Compared to LF offspring, HF offspring had heavier body weights within one week of being weaned onto the diet (♀F 17,20 ) (Tables A-C in S1 File). HF offspring also had longer, heavier long bones (Tables D-E in S1 File), consistent with the notion that obesity alters bone metabolism [41] .
The direct effect of diet was more extensive than the maternal effect of diet. Maternal diet affected the obesity traits of the daughters, but not the sons. HF-fed daughters weighed more in adulthood (week 9, p = 0.041) (Fig 1) , had higher serum levels of leptin (p = 0.05) (Fig 2) , consumed more food at 14 weeks of age (p = 0.032) (Fig 3B) , and had even more brown fat (p = 0.001) if they had HF mothers rather than LF mothers (Fig 2) . LF-fed daughters of HF mothers had the highest levels of free fatty acids in their serum (p = 0.04), and a maternal HF diet actually lowered the triglyceride (p = 3.0 x 10
) and glucose levels (p = 2.0 x 10 −7 ) in daughters on either diet (Fig 2) . A maternal HF diet significantly affected reproductive fat pad weight in the daughters (p = 0.018), increasing fat pad weight in the HF daughters and having the reverse effect in the LF daughters (Fig 2) .
The effect of maternal diet depended on the sex of the offspring. When males and females were analyzed together, there was a significant maternal-diet-by-offspring-diet-interaction for the necropsy traits, but not for the weekly weights or diabetes-related traits. When the sexes were analyzed separately, there was no maternal-diet-by-offspring-diet interaction in the sons, however in the daughters there was a significant interaction effect for the weekly weights and necropsy traits. On a univariate level, the interaction significantly affected: the serum levels of leptin, insulin, free fatty acids, and glucose; weight after 10 weeks of age; and the weights of the liver, reproductive fat pad, kidneys, and brown fat. The genes with differential expression were almost entirely different in the sons and daughters (only 6 genes overlapped). Although only the daughters showed phenotypic differences in the obesity and diabetes traits due to maternal diet, gene expression and methylation were affected in all offspring.
Gene expression
On the multidimensional scaling (MDS) plot, gene expression libraries clustered by sex (dimension 1, 70% of the variance) and offspring diet (dimension 2, 21% of the variance) ( Fig  3A) , without any discernable patterns in dimensions 3 or 4 (7% of the variance) (Fig 3B) .
Offspring diet was associated with expression differences in 3,908 genes in the liver. Of note is the considerable downregulation of the leptin receptor (Lepr) gene in HF mice (p = 1.54 x 10 Table 1 . The effect of maternal diet and a maternal-diet-by-offspring-diet interaction on daughters. A high-fat maternal diet increased the body weights of high-fatfed daughters in adulthood, led to more brown fat, a borderline significant increase in reproductive fat pad weight, and increased serum levels of leptin. However, a highfat maternal diet actually decreased levels of glucose and triglycerides in the daughters. HF = High-fat diet, LF = Low-fat diet, Mat = Maternal, Off = Offspring, N = 10 per group, averages given ± standard error. , ♂ p = 9.10 x 10
−13
). Maternal diet does not affect body weight in the sons, but it does in the daughters. The ANOVA indicated that maternal diet had a significant effect on weight in daughters starting at week 9 (p = 0.041). Asterisks ( Ã ) indicate where pairwise comparisons showed significant p values < 0.05. As adults, high-fat daughters weigh even more if their mothers were also on a high-fat diet. HF = High-fat diet, LF = Low-fat diet, N = 10 per group, the first diet listed (before the hyphen) indicates the maternal diet, and the second diet (after the hyphen) indicates offspring diet.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0192606.g001
Maternal high-fat diet associated with altered gene expression, DNA methylation, obesity in mouse offspring than LF daughters (p = 5.27 x 10 −6 ), and HF sons had over 3 times more than LF sons (p = 2.38 x 10 −8 ) (Fig 4A) . Despite having more of this satiety hormone, HF offspring actually ate more than LF offspring at 14 weeks of age (♀ p = 2.66 x 10 ) (Fig 4B) . Interestingly, there was a substantial reduction in the liver expression of Lepr, which was 8 ), and free fatty acids (p = 0.045). P-values for pairwise comparisons are shown on the graphs. HF = High-fat diet, LF = Low-fat diet, N = 10 per group, the first diet listed (before the hyphen) indicates the maternal diet, and the second diet (after the hyphen) indicates offspring diet. ) (Fig 4C) . Maternal diet significantly altered the expression of dozens of genes. When comparing offspring of the same sex and diet but with different maternal diets, we found that maternal diet was associated with expression differences in 46 genes in the HF-fed daughters' livers, 45 genes in the HF-fed daughters' hearts, 70 genes in the LF-fed daughters' livers, 22 genes in the HFfed sons' livers, and 434 genes in the LF-fed son's livers (Tables F-J in S1 File). The GAGE pathway analysis revealed many signaling and metabolism pathways that were downregulated in offspring of HF mothers (Table K in S1 File). Maternal diet was associated with the downregulation of more pathways in the livers of the LF-fed offspring (28 downregulated pathways in the LF daughters and 146 in the LF sons) than in the HF-fed offspring (4 in the HF daughters' livers and 51 in the HF sons' livers). A maternal HF diet was linked to the downregulation of the ribosome, spliceosome, oxidative phosphorylation, and RNA transport pathways in the livers of all four of the offspring diet-sex group comparisons. The GO Biological Processes ) in the liver, although it is unknown if there was a similar reduction in the hypothalamus. Maternal high-fat diet further increased the serum leptin levels and food consumption in high-fat-fed daughters, but did not have this effect in sons (see p-values of pairwise comparisons on the graphs). HF = High-fat diet, LF = Low-fat diet, N = 10 per group, the first diet listed (before the hyphen) indicates the maternal diet, and the second diet (after the hyphen) indicates offspring diet. associated with maternal diet showed a similar trend of more being dysregulated in the LF-fed offspring, with 284 processes altered in the LF-fed daughters and 2,660 in the LF-fed sons, compared to 31 in the HF daughters and 625 in the HF sons.
The top GO terms associated with maternal diet in the liver involved: RNA splicing and processing, non-coding RNA processing, immune response, and protein catabolic processes ( Table 2 ). In the HF-fed daughters' heart tissue, maternal HF diet was associated with downregulated biosynthetic and metabolic pathways ( Table 2 ). An offspring HF diet significantly changed the regulation of 28 KEGG disease pathways in the liver, including downregulating the non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) (Fig A in S1 File) , Alzheimer's disease (Fig B in  S1 File), Parkinson's disease, and Huntington's disease pathways. A maternal HF diet further downregulated these four pathways in each of the offspring diet-sex group comparisons.
The weighted gene co-expression network analysis (WGCNA) provided more insight into the relationship of the gene expression and obesity phenotypes (Table L in S1 File). The phenogram built from clustering the expression libraries had cophenetic correlations all above 0.85, indicating that it closely represented the relationships between the libraries. Setting the minimum module size to 40 genes yielded 29 modules of co-expressed genes, ranging from 34 to 1,785 genes per module. Four of these modules were significantly associated with the diabetes-related traits (week 15 and week 16 weight, glucose tolerance, insulin tolerance, serum glucose and insulin levels, and food consumption) (Fig C in S1 File) . The black module was negatively correlated with the diabetes traits and contained 637 genes, which were significantly enriched for immune system function. The yellow module was also negatively correlated with the diabetes traits, and it contained 932 genes that were enriched for terms involving oxidation reduction and arachidonic acid (which is an inflammatory intermediate and a vasodilator). The magenta module was positively correlated with the diabetes traits and contained 312 genes that were enriched for mitochondrial and ribosomal processes, suggesting that the genes in this module were involved in regulating the diet-induced changes in metabolism and gene expression. The turquoise module had 1,785 genes and was positively correlated with the diabetes traits, with enrichment for respiratory chain and mitochondrial processes.
A maternal HF diet was linked to disrupted gene expression not only in the offspring's livers, but in their hearts as well. Comparing the HF-fed daughters of HF mothers with HF-fed daughters of LF mothers revealed 45 differentially expressed heart genes associated with maternal diet (Table G in S1 File). The gene expression libraries clustered by maternal diet, and the cophenetic correlations of the phenogram were all above 0.93 ( Fig 5) . The 21 upregulated genes due to maternal HF diet were primarily pseudogenes and non-coding RNAs. Most of the 24 downregulated genes were ones previously reported to be involved in obesity and cardiovascular diseases, in addition to 6 cytochrome P450 genes.
Methylation
There were tens of thousands of differentially methylated regions (DMRs) associated with maternal diet that fell below a q-value cutoff of 0.05 (0.7-1.1% of the 5.3 million 500-bp windows in the genome) ( Table 3) . A q-value cutoff of 0.01 encompassed less than 0.2% of the windows, and highlighted several thousand regions associated with maternal diet (Tables A-E in S2 File). Less than 300 windows fell below the q-value cutoff of 0.001 in the HF-fed offspring, whereas 10 times as many windows did in the LF-fed offspring. A higher percentage of DMRs were found on the X-chromosome for between-sex comparisons (1.9-3.0%) than within-sex comparisons (0.1-0.5%). The daughters had a greater proportion of DMRs on the X-chromosome (0.2% and 0.5%) associated with maternal diet than the sons (0.1%). Maternal high-fat diet associated with altered gene expression, DNA methylation, obesity in mouse offspring
An offspring HF diet was associated with an overall reduction in variation in methylation. When comparing offspring that had the same diet but different maternal diets, the LF-fed offspring had more maternal diet DMRs than the HF-fed offspring. For instance, when HF-fed daughters of HF mothers were compared to HF-fed daughters of LF mothers, they had 1,701 DMRs (q < 0.01) due to maternal diet. However, when LF-fed daughters with different maternal diets were compared, they had 9,550 DMRs-over five times more than the HF-fed daughters had. The same trend was seen in the sons, where the HF-fed sons had 2,262 DMRs due to maternal diet and the LF-fed sons had 8,737 DMRs. The pattern continued when comparing mice of different sexes who had the same maternal diet and offspring diet. HF-fed sons and daughters of HF mothers had 5,031 DMRs, and similarly HF-fed sons and daughters of LF mothers had 5,610 DMRs. This was 2-3 times fewer than the LF-fed offspring; when LF-fed The 21 upregulated genes due to a maternal high-fat diet are mostly pseudogenes and non-coding RNAs. The 24 downregulated genes due to a maternal high-fat diet are primarily p450 cytochromes and genes already known to be involved in obesity and cardiovascular diseases. HF = High-fat diet, LF = Low-fat diet, the first diet listed is maternal diet and the second diet is the offspring diet, N = 10 per group.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0192606.g005
Maternal high-fat diet associated with altered gene expression, DNA methylation, obesity in mouse offspring sons and daughters of HF mothers were compared they had 14,571 DMRs, and LF-fed sons and daughters of LF mothers had 10,201 DMRs.
In the HF offspring, over 7,300 genes (36% of genes) in the liver contained at least one DMR associated with maternal diet (q < 0.05) between its outermost transcription start and stop sites, whereas LF offspring had 9,300 genes (46% of genes) with a DMR (Table 4) .
About 14% of the DMRs associated with maternal diet fell within promoters, 23% within exons, 35% in intergenic regions, and the rest in introns (Table 5) . When Ensembl regulatory elements were included in the classification scheme, it became clear that the DMRs were disproportionately found in regulatory regions. Between 10 and 20% of DMRs overlapped enhancers (whereas only 3.5% of the 5.3 million windows genome-wide overlapped enhancers). Similarly, 5-10% of DMRs overlapped CTCF Binding sites (compared to 1.7% of windows genome-wide), 0.6-1.3% overlapped other transcription factor binding sites (compared to 0.3% of windows genome-wide), and 31-50% overlapped promoter flanking regions (compared to 8.1% of windows genome-wide).
In HF-fed daughters, 23 (0.067%) of the maternal diet DMRs (q < 0.05) were located in differentially expressed genes, although 45 DMRs (0.13%) would have been expected to fall in differentially expressed genes due to chance. In the LF-fed daughters, 80 (0.15% of) DMRs fell within differentially expressed genes, whereas 97 (0.18%) would have been expected due to chance. Thus, in the daughters, DMRs associated with maternal diet fell within differentially expressed genes less often than expected due to chance (χ 2 , p = 0.0002). The opposite was true Table 3 . Distribution of differentially methylated regions (DMRs). Thousands of DMRs in the liver were associated with maternal diet. Low-fat offspring had more DMRs than high-fat offspring. There were more than twice as many DMRs on the X-chromosome when comparing between sexes than within sexes. HF = High-fat diet, LF = Low-fat diet, the first diet listed is maternal diet and the second diet is the offspring diet, N = 2 libraries of 5 mice each (10 mice total) per maternal-diet-offspringdiet-sex group. Table 4 . Distribution of DMRs in genes. The number of genes in the mouse liver with at least one differentially methylated region (DMR) associated with maternal diet within the gene body, more than one DMR in the gene body, and at least one DMR in the promoter region (within 2 kb upstream of the transcription start site (p < 0.05). HF = High-fat diet, LF = Low-fat diet, first diet listed is maternal diet and second diet (after the hyphen) is the offspring diet.
Comparison
Genes with !1 DMR in gene body
Genes with >1 DMR in gene body ). One-quarter to one-third of differentially expressed genes contained a DMR associated with maternal diet (23.9% of differentially expressed genes in the HF-fed daughters, 37% in the LF-fed daughters, 36.4% in the HF-fed sons, and 23.2% in the LF-fed sons).
Discussion
Independent of maternal diet, an offspring high-fat (HF) diet induced a vast array of changes in the SM/J mice: it increased body and organ weights; reduced sensitivity to insulin; increased the serum levels of leptin, insulin, triglycerides, glucose, and free fatty acids; increased the lengths and weights of the long bones; and changed the expression of 3,908 genes in the liver. HF-fed mice had 8 times lower expression of the leptin receptor (Lepr) gene than LF-fed mice. Leptin signaling in the liver is important for lipid metabolism and is impaired in obesity [42, 43] , and SNPs in Lepr in humans are associated with NAFLD [44] . It would be interesting in the future to determine if there is a similar reduction of Lepr in the hypothalamus, as such a phenomenon could explain why the HF-fed mice consumed more food despite having 3-5 times more leptin in their serum.
An HF diet had a larger effect on the males than the females in terms of inducing more gene expression differences (1,662 differentially expressed genes in males and 1,224 in females), causing an impaired response to intraperitoneal glucose and insulin tolerance testing, and even further increasing the weights of the liver and kidneys. Meanwhile, an HF diet had a larger effect on the reproductive fat pad weight in the females. There were 1,062 genes differentially expressed in the males that were not differentially expressed in the females, and 602 genes differentially expressed in the females but not the males (637 genes were differentially expressed in both sexes). These sex differences underscore the importance of including both males and females in diet studies.
The weighted gene co-expression network analysis (WGCNA) revealed several modules of highly co-expressed genes that were directly linked to the diabetes-related traits in the offspring. The two modules that were negatively associated with the diabetes-related traits contained genes that were significantly enriched for immune system function, oxidation reduction, and arachidonic acid metabolism. The two modules that were positively correlated with the diabetes traits were enriched for mitochondrial, respiratory, and ribosomal processes. Overall, the modules tended to involve the immune system and mitochondria, indicating that Table 5 . Distribution of significant differentially methylated regions (DMRs) (p < 0.01) across the genome associated with maternal diet. Values indicate the number of 500 base-pair windows overlapping each genomic region, with the percent of the total significant DMRs overlapping these regions in parentheses. As a comparison, the percentage of windows across the whole genome that overlap these genomic regions is listed, demonstrating how overrepresented the DMRs are in regulatory regions. Maternal high-fat diet associated with altered gene expression, DNA methylation, obesity in mouse offspring the disruption of these processes was linked to the development of the diabetes traits we measured. A maternal HF diet was associated with expression differences in dozens of genes in the offspring's livers, methylation differences in thousands of genes (36-46% of genes in the liver had at least one differentially methylated region), and in the daughters it affected the adult body weights, organ weights, and serum biomarkers. Compared to HF-fed daughters of LF mothers, HF-fed daughters of HF mothers weighed more, had more brown fat, and had higher levels of leptin in their serum in adulthood. LF-fed daughters were also affected by maternal diet. Compared to LF-fed daughters of LF mothers, LF-fed daughters of HF mothers had significantly higher levels of free fatty acids in their serum and lower reproductive fat pad weights. Interestingly, a maternal HF diet lowered the triglyceride and glucose levels in the daughters on either diet. This is similar to the finding of Ashino et al. [45] that adult male Swiss mice had higher levels of triglycerides in the liver but lower levels in the serum due to maternal HF diet, possibly due to inadequate export of triglycerides from the liver.
Region
Both an offspring HF diet and a maternal HF diet downregulated the non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) pathway. The parts of the pathway that were especially downregulated in offspring of HF mothers were the mitochondrial respiratory chain complexes. Reduced activity of the respiratory chain complexes are one of the mitochondrial abnormalities associated with NAFLD, in addition to impaired mitochondrial β-oxidation, increased mitochondrial size, and decreased mitochondrial number [46, 47] . These results support findings in other mouse studies that maternal obesity can program NALFD in offspring. For instance, C57BL/6J mice fed an obesogenic diet had more severe liver injury if their mothers had also been on obesogenic diets, and this appeared to be mediated by immune dysfunction [48] and disrupted circadian rhythms [49] . This was accompanied by differential expression and promoter hypermethylation of the biological clock genes Bmal-1 and Per2 in the liver [49] . Our LF-fed sons had a maternal diet DMR in an intron of the Per2 gene, but the expression was not altered.
It has been demonstrated that NAFLD is associated with Alzheimer's disease in mice [50] , and thus it is not surprising that the Alzheimer's disease pathway was also downregulated by both an offspring and a maternal HF diet in this study. The parts of the pathway particularly downregulated in offspring of HF mothers were the mitochondrial respiratory chain complexes and the SERCA Ca(2+)-ATPase intracellular pumps. Disrupted SERCA activity and calcium homeostasis can lead to Alzheimer's disease [51] . There was also a modest change in the amyloid precursor protein (App) gene. APP is cleaved to produce amyloid beta (Aβ) peptides, which can form plaques in the brain in Alzheimer's disease. Aβ is not only produced in the brain, but also in the liver, and it can be transported into the brain by low-density lipoprotein receptors [52, 53] . It has been shown that treating mice with a drug that cannot cross the blood-brain barrier lowered Aβ in both the blood and the brain [52] , indicating that Alzheimer's disease may start with a peripheral excess of Aβ that then enters the brain. In our study, daughters exposed to a maternal HF diet had a slight overexpression of App (1.21 times higher in LF-fed daughters, p = 0.015, and 1.15 times higher in HF-fed daughters, p = 0.062). It would be interesting in the future to determine if this increase in App associated with a maternal high-fat diet raises levels of Aβ in the blood, predisposing the offspring to developing amyloid plaques.
Reduced levels of the important antioxidant glutathione have been implicated as a cause for the oxidative stress in Alzheimer's disease [54] , and it has been suggested that therapeutically increasing glutathione levels could treat the disease [55] . A maternal HF diet significantly downregulated glutathione metabolism in our mice, which may have been an early indicator of a reduced ability to respond to oxidative stress and could have predisposed the offspring to neurological impairment-further research is needed to investigate this possibility. It is known that obesity raises the risk of Alzheimer's disease [56, 57] , but the results in our study suggest that a maternal HF diet may also elevate that risk.
In all offspring, a maternal HF diet downregulated the ribosome, spliceosome, oxidative phosphorylation, and RNA transport pathways, indicating that maternal diet has an extensive effect on the offspring transcriptome. Other studies have found that a high maternal BMI downregulates genes involved in mitochondrial and lipid metabolism in the cord blood of infants [58] , maternal obesity in sheep downregulates AMPK signaling pathways in offspring skeletal muscle [59] , and maternal obesity downregulates mitochondrial pathways in the skeletal muscle of male rat offspring, including the oxidative-phosphorylation and electron transport pathways [60] . In our LF-fed offspring, a maternal HF diet also downregulated mitochondrial pathways such as oxidative-phosphorylation, in addition to several key metabolic pathways.
In addition to its effects in the liver, a maternal HF diet had an even larger effect on the methylation and gene expression in the hearts of HF-fed daughters. The set of genes differentially expressed in the heart and the liver did not overlap at all, underscoring the importance of investigating multiple tissues to understand the full scope of the effects of a maternal high-fat diet. There were 4,103 differentially methylated regions in the heart and 45 differentially expressed genes associated with maternal diet in the daughters, including 6 cytochrome P450 genes. Cytochrome P450 genes are important for homeostasis, and encode enzymes involved in metabolizing endogenous compounds such as fatty acids, steroids, and drugs. A strong link between cytochrome P450 enzymes and heart failure has been reported [61] . Many cytochrome P450 enzymes have been found in the heart, with altered levels during cardiac hypertrophy and heart failure. None of the P450 genes identified in the present study are on Phenopedia's list of genes associated with cardiovascular diseases, but one (Cyp2c44) was identified as protective against pulmonary hypertension in female mice [62] . Due to the role that cytochrome P450 genes play in homeostasis and drug metabolism, the genes we identified (Cyp4a12a, Cyp2c67, Cyp2c54, Cyp2c50, Cyp2c44, and Cyp2f2) should be further investigated in the context of maternal obesity and response to pharmaceutical treatments for metabolic syndrome and heart disease.
More DMRs were found on the X-chromosome in between-sex comparisons than withinsex comparisons, which was to be expected because sex has a substantial effect on X-chromosome methylation [63, 64] . More DMRs were located on the X-chromosome in the daughters than in the sons, which may be a result of X-chromosome inactivation, as this is known to be maintained by DNA methylation [65, 66] . The LF-fed offspring had more disrupted genes and pathways associated with maternal diet than HF-fed offspring. Likewise, the LF-fed offspring had tens of thousands more methylation differences associated with maternal diet than HF-fed offspring, including on the X-chromosome. These trends indicate that the direct effect of an offspring HF diet may be so strong that it dampens the effect that a maternal HF diet has on gene expression and methylation.
In the sons, maternal diet DMRs were found in differentially expressed genes more often than expected by chance, but in the daughters the trend was reversed. These results indicate that-while DNA methylation is linked to differential expression in some genes-overall, DNA methylation within genes is likely not the primary driver of differential expression in response to a maternal HF diet. Instead, the DMRs located outside of the gene bodies are likely to play a larger role. The maternal diet DMRs fell within regulatory regions far more often than expected by chance, with 10-20% overlapping enhancers, 5-10% overlapping CTCF Binding sites, and 31-50% overlapping promoter flanking regions.
Many of the genes that were differentially expressed did not have DMRs (63-77%), and many of the DMRs were located within genes that were not differentially expressed (90%). This is in line with current understanding that most DMRs are not associated with changes in expression [67, 68] . DNA methylation works in concert with histone modifications and other epigenetic factors to control gene expression, and thus is only one piece of the regulatory puzzle. Nevertheless, many genes important to obesity and diabetes have been discovered to exhibit differences in DNA methylation associated with differences in expression [69, 70] . It is critical to identify all such genes in order to understand the relevant methylation changes induced by maternal diet, opening the door to targeted therapeutic treatments in the future.
A handful of genes in this study exhibited both differential methylation and differential expression that are relevant to the obesity traits measured in this study. For instance, compared to HF-fed daughters of LF mothers, HF-fed daughters of HF mothers had increased methylation (q = 0.006) in the promoter of the apelin (Apln) gene in the liver, which corresponded to higher expression of the gene (p = 0.02) (Fig 6A) . This is a case where increased promoter methylation does not correspond with decreased expression. Apln activates signaling pathways involved in angiogenesis, insulin, and cardiovascular function [71] . Altered expression levels of Apln in the placenta have been linked to preeclampsia [72, 73] , and SNPs in Apln are associated with Body Mass Index in Chinese women [74] as well as obesity and insulin resistance in Egyptian women [75] . Although Apln expression in the liver is understudied, the Apln gene and protein have been found to be over-expressed in human cirrhotic liver tissue-and the expression increased with the progression of the cirrhosis [76] . Thus, the overexpression of Apln in HF-fed daughters of HF dams may indicate that liver damage is worsened by a maternal HF diet.
Another gene that had both differential methylation and expression associated with maternal diet in the HF daughters was myeloperoxidase (Mpo), a hemoprotein released by white blood cells during inflammation. Its products create oxidative stress, and Mpo knockout mice are protected from HF diet-induced weight gain and insulin resistance [77] . It has been suggested that Mpo links inflammation, oxidative stress, and cardiovascular disease [78] . Mpo activity is higher in the livers of obese patients suffering from nonalcoholic steatohepatitis [79] . In the present study, there was also a direct effect of diet on Mpo expression, with HF-fed offspring having higher Mpo expression in their livers than LF-fed offspring (p = 4.6 x 10 −9 ) (Fig D in S1 File) . In the daughters, this was exacerbated by a maternal HF diet. Compared to HF-fed daughters of LF mothers, HF-fed daughters of HF mothers had lower methylation in the eighth exon of the Mpo gene (q = 0.02) (Fig 6B) . The high Mpo expression in the HF-fed offspring increased even further with a maternal HF diet in females, suggesting that they were under more severe oxidative stress.
In addition to increasing oxidative stress, obesity raises the levels of inflammatory cytokines [80, 81] . It is thought that the exposure to inflammatory cytokines in the womb can predispose offspring to metabolic disease [82, 83, 84] . Elevated cytokines are known to activate the signal transducer and activator of transcription 1 (Stat1) gene [85] . There was a direct effect of offspring diet on Stat1 in the present study, with the HF-fed mice having higher Stat1 expression than the LF-fed mice (1.22 x 10 −11 ) (Fig D in S1 File) . This is important because higher levels of Stat1 are associated with liver injury and inflammation [85] . Maternal diet also affected Stat1 in HF-fed sons, but in a protective way by decreasing Stat1 expression. Compared to HFfed sons of LF mothers, HF-fed sons of HF mothers had decreased methylation at a DMR less than 2 kb from the Stat1 transcription start site, in an Ensembl-defined promoter flanking region (Fig D in S1 File) . A maternal HF diet somewhat offset the increase in Stat1 expression caused by an HF diet in the sons, which illustrates that the gene expression changes caused by maternal obesity are not always the same as those caused by an individual's obesity.
One advantage to taking a whole-genome approach versus a candidate-gene approach in this study is that it enabled us to identify genes that are not well known to be involved in maternal obesity. For instance, annexin A2 (Anxa2) is a phospholipid-binding protein that is over-expressed in some tumors and in the blood of people with osteoporosis [86] . Anxa2 is also involved in cholesterol uptake in the intestine. Although it is unclear what this gene does in the liver, its expression is known to be higher in the livers of diabetic sand rats [87] and the livers of HF-fed C57BL/6J mice [88] . In the present study, a maternal HF diet was associated with over-expression of Anxa2 in the HF-fed daughters (p = 1.94x10 -5 ), as well as hypermethylation of a DMR in its first intron (q = 0.025) (Fig 6C) . Further research is required to understand the implications of Anxa2 overexpression in response to a maternal HF diet.
In this study, we identified dozens of genes that were differentially expressed due to maternal diet, along with thousands of differentially methylated regions. Many of the differentially expressed genes have been found by previous studies, while others are novel in their Maternal high-fat diet associated with altered gene expression, DNA methylation, obesity in mouse offspring involvement in obesity. Limitations of this study include studying only one strain of mouse and investigating only one type of epigenetic marker. In the future, it will be important to incorporate other epigenetic factors such as histone modification into the analysis in order to gain a fuller understanding of the epigenetic changes induced by maternal obesity.
Methods
Experimental design
We investigated the effect that a high-fat (HF) diet had on mice compared to a low-fat (LF) diet, predicting that a maternal HF diet would exacerbate obesity in the offspring. We studied four groups of offspring: HF-fed offspring of HF mothers, HF-fed offspring of LF mothers, LFfed offspring of HF mothers, and LF-fed offspring of LF mothers (Fig 7) . We collected weight and physiological data on the offspring, measured their gene expression using RNA-seq, and measured their DNA methylation using MeDIP-seq and MRE-seq.
Animal rearing
This research was approved by Loyola University's Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee protocol (Project #1188). The animals used in this experiment were derived from inbred SM/J mice obtained from The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, Maine). This strain originated from a selective breeding experiment for small size at 60 days of age [89] , and has an extreme obesogenic response to dietary fat [90] [91] [92] . The parental generation was born at Loyola University Chicago and was weaned onto a high-fat (HF) diet or a low-fat (LF) diet at 3 weeks of age. The diets were matched to be nearly the same in terms of nutrients and calories, with the primary difference being that the HF diet has three times as much fat. In the LF diet, fat accounted for 15% of the calories (Research Diets D12284), whereas 42% of the calories came from fat in the HF diet (Harlan Teklad diet TD.88137) ( Table 6 ).
At 10 weeks of age, 12 HF diet females and 14 LF diet females were mated with LF diet males to create an F 1 generation. Males were removed from the cage when abdominal palpation revealed the female to be pregnant. To control for the postnatal effect of maternal diet, we cross-fostered all offspring to an LF-fed SM/J nurse within 24 hours of birth. At three weeks of age, half of the offspring of each litter and sex were weaned onto an LF diet and the rest were weaned onto an HF diet to produce 4 diet treatment groups: HF-HF, LF-HF, HF-LF, and LF-LF (where the first diet listed is the maternal diet and the second is the offspring diet). There were 10 male and 10 female offspring in each of the diet treatment groups, and they were housed in same-sex pairs of mice on the same diet. Each cage had a privacy hut (Alt Design), a cotton nestlet (Ancare), a wooden gnawing block (Bio Serve), and food and water provided ad libitum in a 12-h light, 12-h dark cycle. Procedures were performed under an approved Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee protocol (Project #1188).
Obesity phenotypes
The mice were weighed weekly for 17 weeks. They were housed in pairs from weaning at 3 weeks of age until 13 weeks of age, after which they were housed individually. When the mice were 14 weeks old, 20 pellets of food were weighed and placed into their food rack. Food consumption was measured by weighing the food remaining in the cage 24, 48, 96, and 168 hours later. Previous research shows that SM/J mice initially lose weight after being moved to single housing [91] , so we measured food consumption after the mice had one week to adjust to being housed singly.
When the mice were 15 weeks old, they underwent an intraperitoneal glucose tolerance test (IPGTT). All IPGTTs were performed at 10:00 AM, after the mice had been fasted for 4 hours. We measured their baseline glucose levels with a glucometer (Ascensia Bayer Breeze 2) using blood from a tail snip, then intraperitoneally injected a 10% glucose solution (0.01 mL/g body weight). We measured the glucose levels again at 30, 60, and 120 minutes after the injection. When the mice were 16 weeks old, they underwent intraperitoneal insulin tolerance testing (IPITT). The IPITT protocol is similar to the IPGTT protocol, except rather than receiving a glucose injection, the mice were injected with a 0.1% insulin solution (0.75 mU/g body weight). If a mouse's blood glucose levels dropped under 25 mg/dL, it was injected with a 10% glucose solution and was not included in the IPITT results. After the IPGTT and IPITT, the Maternal high-fat diet associated with altered gene expression, DNA methylation, obesity in mouse offspring area under the curve (AUC) was calculated using the blood glucose levels at the 4 different time points via the trapezoidal summation method for each mouse. When the mice were 17 weeks old, they were fasted for four hours and then sacrificed by carbon dioxide asphyxiation between 10:00 am and 2:00 pm. A cardiac puncture was immediately performed to draw blood, and the serum was submitted to Washington University in St. Louis's Core Laboratory for Clinical Studies to measure leptin and insulin, and to the Diabetes Models Phenotyping Core to measure triglycerides, cholesterol, free fatty acids, and glucose. After the blood draw, we necropsied the mice on ice and recorded the weights of the liver, heart, reproductive fat pad, kidneys, spleen, brown fat, and skeletal muscle (gastrocnemius). We chose to weigh only the reproductive fat pad instead of all of the fat pads, since it is the largest and is strongly phenotypically (r = 0.67-0.82) and genetically correlated (h 2 = 0.7-0.9) with the other fat pads [93, 94] . We submerged tissue from the liver and heart in RNAlater and then stored the samples in a -80C freezer. The mouse bones were cleaned with dermestid beetles, and then the long bones (radius, ulna, femur, and tibia) were weighed and their lengths were double-measured with calipers (Table D in S1 File and Fig 8) , based on landmarks used by Kenney-Hunt et al. [95] . These skeletal dimensions provide an alternate measure of body size in addition to body weight, which is strongly influenced by obesity. The repeatabilities of the osteological measurements were all above 0.92 (Table D in S1 File).
Gene expression
We used the Qiagen RNeasy Plus Mini kit to extract RNA from the liver tissue of the 80 F 1 mice, and submitted it for RNA-seq with poly-A selection at the GTAC facility at Washington University in St. Louis. Quality control indicated that 74 of the 80 samples were of high enough quality for sequencing. A total of 37 libraries were sequenced, each with two mice of the same sex, maternal diet, and offspring diet pooled together. One exception was a HF-HF daughter library, which had 3 mice pooled together due to insufficient quantities of RNA. A 1x50 single read sequencing run was done on an Illumina HiSeq machine. After the sequencing run, the FastQ files were aligned to the Ensembl release 76 assembly using STAR version 2.0.4b [96] . The transcript and gene counts were imported to the R package edgeR [97] , a TMM normalization was performed to account for differences in library size, and genes with counts of zero were filtered out. The voom function in the R package Limma was then used to calculate the weighted likelihoods based on the mean-variance relationship of each gene. Differential expression was then tested with generalized linear models. Genes with an unadjusted p-value of less than 0.05 and a log fold change (logFC) with an absolute value greater than 2 were considered differentially expressed.
Two of the male libraries were determined to be outliers based on inspection of the MDS plots, and they were not included in the rest of the analysis. The remaining 35 libraries were [98] was used to build a tree from the libraries and then identify modules of genes with highly correlated expression levels. For each module that was significantly associated with at least one diabetes trait, we summarized the module based on its top ten significant Gene Ontology (GO) terms. We also used the R package GAGE [99] to identify pathways that were perturbed in a single direction or generally dysregulated due to maternal diet, and visualized those pathways using the R package Pathview [100] .
We validated the differential expression of three genes with RT-qPCR in the HF daughters (Mpo, Anxa2, and Chrna4), using Gapdh as a normalizer. We extracted total RNA from the liver tissue of 3 HF-HF and 3 LF-HF daughters with Tri-Reagent (MRC), following the manufacturer's instructions. The concentration and quality of the RNA from each sample was assessed twice with a NanoDrop Spectrophotometer, and we found that all samples had a 260/ 280 ratio between 1.7-2.1 and a 260/230 ratio between 2.0-2.4. We used the High-Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Applied Biosystems) to reverse transcribe the RNA to cDNA. We chose primers for qPCR from the literature and PrimerBank (https://pga.mgh. harvard.edu/primerbank/), and those primers were then synthesized by Thermo Fisher Scientific (Table M in S1 File). We used a reaction volume of 20 μL for the RT-qPCR, with 10 μL of PowerUp™ SYBR 1 Green Master Mix (Thermo Fisher), 1 μL of the forward primer, 1 μL of the reverse primer, 4 μL of 20-fold diluted cDNA, and 4 μL of water. For each of the 3 biological replicates, we used 3 technical replicates, a no-template control, and a no-reverse-transcriptase control. A StepOnePlus Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems) was used to perform the RT-qPCR under these conditions: 20 seconds at 95˚C and then 40 cycles of 3 seconds at 95˚C and 30 seconds at 60˚C. We then used the comparative ΔΔCt method to perform a relative quantification of each of the three genes compared to Gapdh (Table N in S1 File).
DNA methylation
We extracted DNA from the liver and heart tissue using a phenol-chloroform extraction. DNA methylation across the genome was then measured with Methylated DNA Immunoprecipitation Sequencing (MeDIP-seq) and Methylation-sensitive Restriction Enzyme Sequencing (MRE-seq) as previously described in detail by Li et al. [101] . MeDIP-seq reveals methylated sites, whereas MRE-seq reveals unmethylated sites; when used together they provide a genome-wide methylation map at single CpG resolution. This technique has high concordance with whole genome bisulfite sequencing at a fraction of the cost [102] . For the liver tissue, 4 mice of the same sex and from the same maternal diet and offspring diet treatment group were pooled per library, for 2 biological replicates per group and a total of 16 liver libraries. For the heart tissue, only the HF-HF and LF-HF daughters were analyzed, for a total of 4 heart libraries.
We used the R package MethlyMnM [103] to combine the MRE-seq data with the MeDIPseq data and locate differentially methylated regions. MethlyMnM works by calculating the proportion of methylated CpGs in each window, and then determining the probability that the methylation level is statistically different between the two diet treatment groups. This is accomplished by performing a hypothesis test for each window based on the novel M&M test statistic. For this analysis, we removed blacklist sites and set the window size to 500 base pairs, which split the genome into 5,283,825 windows. Since there were two biological replicates per group and M&M can only do pairwise comparisons, we used Fisher's combined probability test to compare offspring on the same diet who had mothers on different diets [104] . For example, the p-value from the M&M test comparing the HF-HF-daughters-1 vs. LF-HF-daughters-1 libraries was combined with the p-value from the M&M test comparing the HF-HF-daughters-2 vs. LF-HF-daughters-2 libraries.
P i is the p-value from the M&M test, and since we combined p-values from k = 2 tests, X has a chi-squared distribution with 4 degrees of freedom. We then corrected for multiple comparisons using the Benjamini-Hochberg false discovery rate (FDR), and the resulting corrected combined q-values were used to determine which windows were differentially methylated. We determined how many windows had a q-value below the following significance thresholds: 0.05, 0.01, and 0.001.
We compared the replicates before combining the p-values with Fisher's combined probability test. There were 35-39 significant DMRs when comparing the two HF female libraries (q < 0.05) and 7-2,816 significant DMRs when comparing the LF female libraries, whereas each comparison of libraries of females with different maternal diets had between 12 and 56 DMRs. The substantial methylation difference between two of the LF female libraries followed the trend we identified of LF mice having more methylation variation than HF mice. There were 4-223 significant DMRs when comparing the two HF male libraries (q<0.05) and 25-800 significant DMRs when comparing the LF male libraries, whereas each comparison of libraries of males with different maternal diets had between 6 and 983 DMRs. Few DMRs were found across multiple comparisons, whether between or within replicates. This highlights how variable methylation is, even in mice that are genetically identical and fed the same diet in the same facility. To ascertain which of these differences are meaningful, it is important to study multiple biological replicates, like we did here.
Statistical analysis
For each obesity trait, differences between the diet treatments were analyzed by running a general linear model in SYSTAT (Version 12, Systat Software, San Jose, CA). A full model was run to test for the effect of sex, maternal diet, offspring diet, nurse ID, and the two-, three-, and four-way interactions of those variables. A reduced model tested only the effects of the maternal diet, offspring diet, sex, offspring-diet-by-sex, and offspring-diet-by-maternal diet terms. Multivariate tests were performed on three groups of traits: weekly weights, diabetes-related traits (week 15 and 16 weight, baseline glucose during IPGTT, IPGTT AUC, baseline glucose during IPITT, IPITT AUC, and food consumption), and necropsy traits (week 17 weight, serum biomarkers, and organ weights), in addition to all of the associated univariate tests. Differences were interpreted as significant for p-values less than 0.05.
For the gene expression analysis, any gene with an unadjusted p-value of less than 0.05 and a log fold change (logFC) with an absolute value greater than 2 was considered differentially expressed. For the methylation analysis, we combined the MRE-seq and MeDIP-seq data using the R package methylMnM [103] to find differentially methylated regions (DMRs) due to maternal diet. Since setting a significance threshold is somewhat arbitrary, we determined how many windows had a q-value below 0.05, 0.01, and 0.001. For each DMR, we identified the gene it was closest to, any genes or Ensembl regulatory elements it fell within (mouse genome assembly GRCm38.p5), if it fell within a promoter, and if the gene closest to it was previously known to be involved in diabetes mellitus, obesity, or cardiovascular diseases according to Phenopedia's continuously updated list of genetic association studies (retrieved May 7, 2017) (Tables A-E in S2 File). We classified each DMR as being located in an intergenic region, intron, exon, or promoter by using the list of introns, exons, and genes in the NCBI37/ mm9 assembly of the UCSC Genome Browser. If a DMR overlapped an exon as well as an intron, it was classified as falling within an exon. A DMR was labeled as being in a promoter if it was between 2,000 base pairs upstream of a transcription start site and 600 base pairs downstream of one. To establish if the DMRs were significantly associated with gene expression, we randomized the location of the DMRs across the genome and determined how many fell within differentially expressed genes by chance. To account for the observed underrepresentation of DMRs in intergenic regions, the percent of DMRs that were randomized into intergenic regions equaled the percent that actually exist in intergenic regions. Table F . Differentially expressed genes due to maternal diet for high-fatfed daughters (liver). Table G . Differentially expressed genes due to maternal diet for high-fatfed daughters (heart). Table H . Differentially expressed genes due to maternal diet for low-fatfed daughters. Table I . Differentially expressed genes due to maternal diet for high-fat-fed sons. Table J . Differentially expressed genes due to maternal diet for low-fat-fed sons. Table K. Significantly downregulated signaling and metabolism pathways due to maternal diet. 
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